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  TURKEY’S SHIFTING  
  DYNAMICS
  Implications for U.S.-Turkey Relations

Turkey remains a pivotal actor in many important dimensions of U.S. foreign, national security, 
and economic policy. For more than half a century, a sound relationship with Turkey has been 
central to advancing U.S. interests in Eurasia and the Middle East and to creating new strategic 
opportunities for the United States and its other NATO allies. Yet, fundamental changes in their 
country and neighborhood have altered how Turks view and pursue their interests. The govern-
ing Justice and Development Party (AKP), supported by a new middle class from the Anatolian 
heartland that has emerged amidst growing prosperity, has eclipsed traditional secularist parties. 
Many Turks now favor more freedom of religious expression in public life. However, the AKP’s 
moves to reduce some of the strictures of state-enforced secularism have raised fears of creeping 
Islamization among the old elite and the military guardians of Atatürk’s republic and triggered a 
Constitutional Court case seeking to ban AKP and a number of its leaders from politics. Turkish 
politics are poised to enter a period of turbulence and unpredictability.

Turkey’s relations with the United States have been strained largely by differences over the Iraq 
War and the management of its aftermath. Ankara’s relations with its neighbors are also in flux. 
Turkey’s bid for membership in the European Union has slowed and relations with Russia have 
warmed, though they remain tempered by concerns about Moscow’s reassertiveness and role in 
the Caucasus and Central Asia. Looking to their south, Turks are presently more concerned about 
the emergence of an independent Kurdish state in northern Iraq than with Iran’s rising influence 
and nuclear ambitions.1 Longstanding Turkish cooperation with Israel has become more circum-
spect, while Ankara has undertaken a cautious rapprochement with Syria. These developments in 
Turkey’s domestic and external affairs have led some to question whether Turkey will drift from its 
Euro-Atlantic moorings over the next decade.

The end of the Cold War, the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the prolonged war in Iraq, 
and China’s rise have also altered U.S. priorities. U.S. leaders still see Ankara as an important ally 
in a strategic location, but the purpose of the alliance has become less clear and U.S. and Turkish 
threat perceptions and interests are not as convergent as they once were. The basic terms of the 
U.S.-Turkey relationship have not been rigorously reassessed since the early 1950s, and there has 
not been a comprehensive, official policy review in over a decade. Years of papering over differ-
ences and a number of festering near-term problems have undermined bilateral relations.

Avoiding further strains and revitalizing U.S.-Turkey relations require a new strategic frame-
work that reflects the changing geopolitical dynamics and allows both more effective pursuit of en-
during common interests and management of areas where policy preferences and interests diverge. 
This framework should also bolster Turkey’s ties with the United States and Europe, including in 
the context of NATO and the EU.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the comments on an earlier draft of this report by the other CSIS 
scholars involved in the U.S.-Turkey Strategic Initiative: Bulent Aliriza, Jon Alterman, Andrew Kuchins, and 
Julianne Smith, as well as Craig Cohen and the members of our Senior Advisory Group.
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This paper reviews the major shifts in U.S.-Turkey relations since 1989, with particular focus 
on events of the past year. It offers an assessment of Turkey’s evolving internal dynamics, world-
view, and relations with its neighbors. It then advances some preliminary recommendations for 
managing U.S.-Turkey relations over the coming decade. 

Trends in U.S.-Turkey Relations
Throughout the Cold War, the United States and Turkey had a clear strategic relationship, em-
braced by leaders of both countries, which anchored bilateral ties in a multilateral security frame-
work. While the relationship suffered strains at times, particularly over the issues of Cyprus and 
Turkish internal governance, it remained basically unchanged. Turkey was the linchpin of a con-
tainment strategy that protected the West from Communist expansion and, in turn, underlined 
Turkey’s decision to orient its society and institutions toward integration with the transatlantic 
community. 

When the Soviet Union collapsed, the central rationale for that framework disappeared. The 
United States and Europe continued to look on Turkey as an ally, but the raison d’être of the alli-
ance became unclear as concerns about turmoil or Russian probing on NATO’s flanks diminished. 
Turkey proceeded on its march to integration with the West, but Europe felt less urgency—and 
considerable unease—in embracing what many on the continent saw as a not-quite European na-
tion. Secondary and tertiary issues soon began to dominate bilateral relations between the United 
States and Turkey and between Europe and Turkey as well. 

The Gulf War of 1991 appeared to give new purpose to the Ankara-Washington relationship. 
Turkey played a key role in the U.S.-led campaign and came to be viewed by U.S. officials as “an 
anchor of stability in a region of growing volatility.”2 Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in turn suggested 
Turkey’s need for strong ties with the United States. RAND’s 1992 study, Bridge or Barrier? Turkey 
and the West after the Cold War, predicted that, “The United States, both bilaterally and through its 
role in NATO, will remain the best guarantor of Turkish security in relation to the most dangerous 
risks facing Turkey over the longer term (notably, those emanating from Syria, Iran, and Iraq).”3 

U.S.-Turkey relations have had their ups and downs over the past 15 years, and Europe’s de 
facto exclusion of Turkey has not necessarily pushed Ankara closer to the United States. Turkey-
U.S. military cooperation, including within NATO, remained robust through the 1990s in Bos-
nia, Kosovo, and northern Iraq, as well as in Afghanistan following 9/11. The relationship also 
expanded during this period to incorporate nonsecurity issues such as energy cooperation and 
reached its high-water mark with President Bill Clinton’s visit to Turkey in 1999 following the 
Izmit earthquake.4 These positive outward signs, however, disguised a general unease beneath the 
surface. Many Turkish leaders felt betrayed by Washington’s failure to deliver assistance they were 
promised for their robust support of the Gulf War and subsequent support to stabilization efforts 
such as Operation Provide Comfort and Operation Northern Watch. Indeed, the economic and 
political costs of Turkish support for the Gulf War and the subsequent sanctions and isolation of 
Ba’athist Iraq led a 2002 Turkish General Staff report to conclude that Turkey had come out behind 
and that in the future, “the activities of the United States should be followed with skepticism.”5 
Today the relationship is plagued by mutual suspicion. 

While the U.S. military and Intelligence Community have a long history of close cooperation 
with the Turkish General Staff (TGS) and Turkish National Intelligence Organization, this founda-
tion for bilateral security cooperation is not as firm as it once was, given the mutual distrust and 
discontent among the security communities in both countries. Given that the TGS has overthrown 
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democratically elected governments four times in the past 50 years, and its relations with AKP 
leaders remain tense, considering ways to revitalize the security grounding of the relationship will 
require a critical assessment of Turkey’s internal situation, including the health and sustainability 
of civil-military relations. While U.S. policy has long supported development of democratic insti-
tutions in Turkey—albeit with notable departures still vividly remembered in Turkey—a compre-
hensive analysis of the future of bilateral relations has to consider how to advance U.S. strategic 
interests in the context of a variety of possible developments in Turkish internal politics. 

Turkey is instrumental in any strategy to stabilize and exit Iraq and counter Iran’s pursuit of 
negative regional influence. Turkey’s cooperative ties to Israel enhance regional stability. Turkey 
is demonstrating for many other countries a path toward reconciling Islam with democracy and 
globalization, though Ömer Taspinar notes that well-intentioned references by U.S. government 
officials to Turkey’s form of moderate Islam as a model for the Middle East “has been music to the 
ears of the AKP but an insult to the Kemalist secularists.”6 Moreover, many devout Turks share this  
unease about being anointed by Washington as a counterweight to Wahabism and other extreme 
interpretations of Islam. Unquestionably, Turkey anchors stability and is key to progressive demo-
cratic development in the Caucasus. Turkey has become a crucial transit route for vital oil and 
gas resources from the Caspian Basin, and U.S. cooperation with Turkey in developing multiple 
energy supply routes has been one of the most effective parts of the relationship in recent years. 

However, many U.S. officials and foreign policy experts still lack a deep understanding of Tur-
key’s evolving course, and there is no consensus on the strategic foundation needed to carry the 
U.S.-Turkish relationship through these tempestuous waters. As former U.S. ambassador to Turkey 
Morton Abramowitz cautioned, “One term frequently gets bandied about…and has been much 
used in recent years by both U.S. and Turkish officials: a strategic partnership… Despite the rheto-
ric of senior officials, the United States has never shown much interest in pursuing this concept 
except when trouble arises, as it has twice in Iraq.”7 

Domestic politics in both Turkey and the United States have also complicated the relationship. 
It has become increasingly popular across the Turkish political spectrum to voice anti-American 
sentiment, and anti-Turkish sentiment also has increased in the United States in recent years. On 
June 14, 2007, four members of the U.S. House of Representatives introduced the Affirmation of 
the United States Record on the Armenian Genocide Resolution.8 The introduction of the bill trig-
gered yet another crisis in the U.S.-Turkey relationship, with frantic action by the Turkish govern-
ment to stop passage. By October, with high-casualty PKK terrorist attacks unfolding in Turkey’s 
southeast and opinion of the United States at an all-time low, the House leadership, pressured by 
the President and Secretary of Defense, withdrew support for the bill and convinced other mem-
bers to stand aside in the interest of U.S. national security. Having recalled the Turkish ambassador 
to the United States, there had been strong hints in September that appropriate reaction to the 
bill’s passage would be to curtail U.S. access to İncirlik Airbase—a critical supply hub for ongo-
ing operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. This was not the first time the Armenian genocide issue 
threatened relations, and it will rise again.9 

More troublesome, leaders and the public in both the United States and Turkey are question-
ing the very fundamentals of their relationship. As Ian Lesser has noted, “Today, the strategic 
quality of the relationship can no longer be taken for granted.”10 A strategic relationship means that 
both parties find ways to manage lesser differences in order to maintain effective cooperation in 
the advancement of their long-term national interests. Instead, today’s relationship is tactical and 
transactional, with neither side able to look beyond recent betrayals or clearly articulate what they 
want and can contribute strategically to the partnership. 
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Turkey’s Changing Domestic Situation
Turkish politics are also in a state of flux. Leaders of the traditional secularist parties in Turkey 
have lost influence at home over the past decade and also feel betrayed by the United States as a 
result of its perceived embrace of the AKP.11 On the other hand, a confident Prime Minister Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan and other members of the AKP won the election in late 2002 as the first majority 
government in power since 1987. And while they are seen by supporters of traditional Kemalist 
parties as having a thinly veiled “Islamist” agenda, AKP leaders have maintained generally cooper-
ative relations with the United States and Europe.12 Still, this has opened the door to the possibility 
of building new political coalitions in both countries that are broader and more vibrant than ones 
of the past, which tended to be dominated only by security concerns. 

Against this background, 2007 was a pivotal year in Turkish politics, and 2008 is ripe for 
further historical twists. Parliament was scheduled to elect a successor to President Ahmet Nec-
det Sezer in May 2007 at the end of his seven-year term. Secular Turks feared that Erdoğan, who 
had been involved in earlier Islamist movements, or another outwardly devout AKP politician, 
would be nominated for President. The prospect of the AKP taking over the presidency, a bastion 
of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s legacy of strict secularism with veto power over legislation, provoked 
strong protests and warnings from the military. To stave off a crisis, the AKP leadership chose 
Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Abdullah Gül, who is seen as more of a centrist, as 
its Presidential candidate. This did little to allay critics. Detractors highlighted Gül’s candidacy as 
yet another failure for the AKP to offer compromise to traditional Kemalist elements of society. 
Gül’s selection failed to prevent the military from suggesting that it remains ready to act in defense 
of Kemalist secularism, in this case through its April 27 “e-coup.”13 Preceding the posting of that 
strongly worded statement on the Turkish General Staff ’s Web site, upwards of a million people, 
the largest political rally in Turkish history, marched in Istanbul in support of preserving the 

About the CSIS U.S.-Turkey Strategic Initiative
CSIS has undertaken a year-long initiative to develop a comprehensive assessment of 
Turkey’s internal developments and changing relations with its neighbors and the United 
States. This assessment will inform a policy report, due in December 2008, which will 
propose both a new strategic framework to enhance U.S.-Turkey relations and a plan 
for its implementation. This initiative, supported by a grant from the Smith Richardson 
Foundation, seeks to advance constructive policy recommendations for renewal and 
long-term management of the relationship. 

The CSIS U.S.-Turkey Strategic Initiative involves an interdisciplinary team of senior 
CSIS scholars on Turkey, Europe, Russia/Eurasia, the Middle East, global energy policy, 
and international security, including Bulent Aliriza, Jon Alterman, Andrew Kutchins, 
David Pumphrey, and Julianne Smith. The team works in consultation with a bipartisan 
Senior Advisory Group, cochaired by Zbigniew Brzezinski and Brent Scowcroft, and 
including Morton Abramowitz, James Holmes, James Jamerson, Joseph Ralston, John 
McLaughlin, and Dennis Ross. 
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Kemalist legacy, opposing Gül’s candidacy. Opposition parties subsequently boycotted two rounds 
of parliamentary voting on a new President, and the election was later cancelled by the Constitu-
tional Court, which upheld the opposition position that two-thirds of the deputies needed to be 
in attendance during the voting. Gül withdrew his candidacy and Erdoğan sought to break the 
deadlock by calling for early general elections, proposing also to amend the constitution to allow 
for direct popular election of the President and reducing the quorum requirement to one-third. 

AKP was the big winner in July 22, 2007, parliamentary elections, increasing their share of the 
vote by 12.2 percent to 46.6 percent. This reelection was the first time in 52 years that a political 
party in Turkey had increased the number of votes received in two consecutive terms. However, 
AKP was allocated fewer seats in parliament given the distribution among three parties—the main 
secular parties, the Republican People’s Party (CHP) and the right-wing Nationalist Action Party 
(MHP), as well as an unusually large number of independent members (including many Kurd-
ish deputies). AKP still lacks the two-thirds majority required to advance Erdoğan’s proposals for 
amending the constitution. In mid-August, Erdoğan and the AKP risked a further confrontation 
with the main secular parties and the military by nominating Gül again, rather than advancing 
a compromise Presidential candidate. CHP again boycotted the first round of elections, but Gül 
won the post with a simple majority in a third round of voting on August 28, 2007. This drawn-
out process did little to heal Turkey’s political divides, and Gül and Erdoğan have been under even 
sharper surveillance by secular Turkey and its media compatriots. Almost beyond the comprehen-
sion of Kemalist Turks, not only did President Gül’s wife become the first woman in a headscarf 
to reside at the Çankaya Presidential palace, but working with the MHP, the AKP garnered the 
necessary votes to amend the constitution and lift the ban on headscarves at all places of higher 
public education (this amendment is now under review by the Constitutional Court and has been 
implemented in only a handful of instances, at the discretion of university rectors). 

Looking ahead, the great revolution of the AKP leadership was their 2002 break with previous 
Islamist parties. Avowing a commitment to secularism, they have nonetheless challenged Turkey’s 
French Jacobin–inspired laicism. They reject the label of an Islamist party, and have pursued a 
pro-EU reform agenda that has fostered steady economic growth and is popular with a broad cross 
section of the public.14 Under the AKP, a new political elite has emerged that has fundamentally 
transformed political power in the country, even if still subject to inherent limitations and checks. 
A struggle over power and values between the new AKP elite and the old-line political parties will 
continue under President Gül and beyond. To some degree, it is a class struggle: the new rising 
middle class and small and medium-size business owners of the Anatolian heartland, who have 
benefited tremendously from globalization but also hold onto their more traditional values, are 
overtaking the old, landed classes clustered in the cities on the Mediterranean and Aegean coasts 
(the only regions where CHP and other Kemalist parties still win elections). Turkey’s public uni-
versities are the best in the region, and they are free to any Turks who qualify on the annual exam. 
Over the past 30 years, especially, this has opened opportunity to younger generations previously 
shut out of Turkey’s elite strata. These are the so-called “black Turks,” whose often darker complex-
ion and lack of westernization color them as different than the “white Turk” secular elites. With a 
more level playing field, Graham Fuller observes, “the new bourgeois Islamists represent a rising 
class competing against the old Kemalist elite.”15 In this class struggle within Turkey, an informa-
tion campaign rages through the often sensationalist, prolific press. Ideas are similarly carried 
outside the country by strong advocates of political and class position, who compete to convince 
Western audiences of who is more threatening in the longer term: a wounded Kemalist elite with 
their back up against the wall willing to blame the United States and the West for the change 
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underway in the country; or the AKP, who have been ebullient and unaccommodating to others 
in the political process as they push forward with their reforms—all of which they tuck behind 
the foil of the EU process, but each of which may represent a subtle move toward shariah law and 
social alignment with Saudi Arabia or Iran.

In the latest turn in the internal battle by traditional Kemalist elites to maintain their hold 
on power, on March 14, 2008, Chief Prosecutor Abdurrahman Yalçınkaya shocked the nation by 
filing charges against the AKP that call for it to be shut down for its role in a range of “anti-secular 
activities.” The filing also demands 71 AKP members be banned from Turkish politics for 5 years, 
including Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and President Abdullah Gül.16 On April 1, the 
Constitutional Court—on which 8 of the 11 members were appointed by the previous, staunchly 
secularist President—agreed to hear the charges, and the process may be completed by the middle 
of the summer but could drag on for a year. The charges are based primarily around speeches 
given by prominent AKP politicians as reported in newspapers, and the legal precedent on which 
Yalçınkaya bases his case studiously avoids controversial laws such as Article 301. Instead, the case 
is based on more accepted Turkish constitutional law (a constitution, albeit, written by a military-
directed government following a coup) and even the supposed precedent of EU laws, including 
court cases related to Turkey and adopted EU reforms that call for Turkish law to subordinate to 
EU laws. EU Commissioner for Enlargement Ollie Rehn has come out strongly against the court 
case: “It is difficult to say that this respects the democratic principles of a normal European coun-
try.”17 Bulent Aliriza predicts that, “Although it is unlikely that the millions of voters who backed 
Erdoğan and the JDP [AKP] would react violently to judicial action against them, they will almost 
certainly vote for their successors when the ballot box is eventually put in front of them.”18 Many 
members of the current AKP are members of parties that were similarly disbanded by the Consti-
tutional Court. That the AKP has lasted over five years in power is testament to members’ ability to 
learn from past Kemalist intervention and adaptability to the peculiarities of the Turkish system. 
However, if Erdoğan is banned from political life for some significant period, this would cloud the 
future of any successor to the AKP, as his charisma and record have been central to the party’s suc-
cess. In such a case, a split of the party would be likely.

Those who remain suspicious of the motives of the new Turkish political class point to a creep-
ing Islamization, manifested by what they perceive as dissembling about true intentions (the term 
for this hidden agenda is takiye) and the growing connection to the Muslim world at the expense 
of ties with the West. Of the reemergence of Turkey’s Muslim identity, former U.S. ambassador to 
Turkey Robert Pearson writes, “Turks did not cease to be Muslims [during decades of by-the-book 
Kemalism]… This deeper current of life in Turkey never disappeared… Over the years, as Turkey’s 
political parties jockeyed for new support, they began to reach down to this Muslim undercurrent 
and use it to nourish the political life of the country.”19 Rising religiosity characterizes globalization 
in every region except Europe (and there, it is strong among minority Muslim populations), so it is 
no surprise that it has reemerged in Turkey. But the question of the rise of Sunni Islamist tenden-
cies in Turkey is extremely sensitive because of the perceived threat of an aggressive, developing 
strain of Islam that is anathema to free and open societies. While Turkey is generally regarded 
as an important, moderating interlocutor, many worry that it may in fact be headed inexorably 
toward a more radical brand of Islam, with an inherently undemocratic, anti-Semitic, and anti-
Western bent. Pearson is more sanguine on this point: “If Turkey continues to register…progress, 
it will likely avoid the backlash of a religious revolt from its younger generation [as has occurred 
elsewhere in the Middle East].”20 There is some cause for concern, however. The youth population 
in Turkey is suffering from an above-average unemployment rate of 18 percent (compared to a na-
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tional rate of 9 percent unemployment). UN resident coordinator in Turkey Mahmood Ayub has 
stated that “[i]f Turkey does not succeed in preparing its youth for the challenging global markets 
of tomorrow and in providing them with more and better jobs, the youth of the future could be a 
source of social, political and economic tensions in Turkey.”21

The Turkish state has long played a role in regulating the practice of Islam in Turkey through 
the Office of Religious Affairs. More recently, this office has undertaken a project to revise the 
Hadith, a collection of sayings reputed to be from the Prophet Mohammed and a driving force 
behind many of the more socially conservative interpretations in modern Islam.22 Based on serious 
Islamic scholarship and historical research, Turkey’s effort is among the more enterprising un-
dertakings in the modern history of the religion and one with global importance. Turkey has also 
begun to play a larger role in the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC), recognized by 
the fact that a Turk, Ekmeleddin Ihsanoğlu, was elected Secretary-General of the OIC in 2005 and 
reelected in 2008.23 

Turkey’s most influential nonstate religious organization, the Gülen Movement, is also of 
increasing international consequence.24 Founded by Fethullah Gülen,25 the movement focuses on 
establishing a practice of Islam compatible with modern life, strongly committed not only to more 
traditional values of community and faith, but to education, science, interfaith dialogue, economic 
prosperity, and even the principle of the modern nation-state. More impressively, Gülenists “claim 
to have founded more than 500 places of learning in 90 countries,” with particular focus in Central 
Asia.26 Critics charge that the Gülen movement carries a hidden agenda similar to that of the AKP. 
And while it supports democracy as it currently exists, it “also insists that the ideal form of admin-
istration is an Islamic one.”27 The movement claims to stay out of politics, but it has unquestionably 
played a role in AKP’s popularity and electoral success through use of its local networks, especially 
in the country’s southeast.28 

The one concern that all major political parties in Turkey share is the Kurdish question. 
AKP politicians claim that the July 2007 elections prove that they have brought Turkey’s Kurdish 
population into the mainstream of politics, but the truth is somewhat more complex. AKP points 
as evidence of Kurds joining the political mainstream to its own rising popularity in Turkey’s 
southeast.29 They also note that in more recent reforms to recognize EU demands for the rights 
of the Kurdish minority, one of the Turkish state-owned television channels began broadcasting 
some Kurdish-language programming each week in 2004. The government even has plans to open 
a Kurdish-only channel, though it will be restricted, subtitled in Turkish, and presumably carefully 
censored. Such an allowance for multicultural media, though, was unthinkable even in the past de-
cade. Still, the Kurdish population of Turkey remains disadvantaged by higher levels of unemploy-
ment and lower levels of education, and in rural areas it still operates along tribal lines—all factors 
that set it apart from the rest of Turkish society.30 

In last summer’s elections, the Kurdish-nationalist Democratic Society Party (DTP) ran its 
candidates as independents to overcome the minimum 10 percent threshold that would have 
kept them out of parliament if they had run under party affiliation. The election of the 21 Kurd-
ish independents is the first time since the 1990s that Kurds have served in Turkey’s parliament. 
However, DTP is now under threat of closure by the Constitutional Court, as befell its predecessor 
parties DEP and DEHAP, with accusations that its members remain affiliated with the PKK. AKP 
is opposed to DTP being closed—a bad precedent to set, if nothing else—and evinces a desire to 
keep DTP in the political process rather than “sending them to the mountains,”31 a colloquialism 
for Kurdish insurgency.
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Perhaps the biggest story in the past seven years in Turkey, and the key to AKP’s popularity, has 
been consistent economic growth and performance. The IMF’s World Economic Outlook (2008) 
finds that by the end of 2007, Turkey became the 15th-largest economy in the world in terms of 
purchasing power parity ($941.6 billion). Turkey was also 60th in the world in terms of per capita 
GDP-PPP, indicating a growing wealth gap (a growing trend among all middle income countries). 
The real GDP growth rate in the years 2005–2007 was 7.4 percent, 6.0 percent, and 4.6 percent 
(respectively). Keeping growth about 5 percent is necessary for Turkey to close the gap with EU 
per capita income standards.

There are some worrying trends that could affect Turkey’s economy in the near term. One is, 
of course, the global economic fallout from the U.S. mortgage crisis. Another is growing politi-
cal instability, which is already a contributing factor to explain why the World Investment Report 
ranked Turkey 122nd among 137 countries in attracting foreign direct investment (FDI).32 The 
high price of oil (over $100 per barrel) is also increasing Turkey’s current-account deficit, which 
is nearly 8 percent of GDP. With each $1 increase in oil prices, one-tenth of a percentage point is 
added to Turkey’s account deficit.33 As the current-account deficit increases with energy prices, 
and additional spending on infrastructure and education also grow, concern about inflation rates 
increases. Although inflation has been significantly lowered since 2001, its potential reemergence 
is a reality.34

Turkey’s Evolving Strategic Outlook and 
Importance
Atatürk’s vision of the republic as a modern, secular, state oriented toward Europe remains a 
foundation of Turkish grand strategy, but Turkey’s horizons have broadened since the end of the 
Cold War and as the European integration process has faltered. In the early 1990s, then–Turkish 
President Turgut Özal developed a new vision for Turkey that combined close alignment with the 
United States and Europe with a larger role in the Middle East, the Black Sea region, and Central 
Asia. Özal envisaged Turkey becoming a regional leader by creating an economic cooperation 
zone in the Black Sea area, simultaneously serving as a role model for the newly independent 
states of the former USSR.35 Özal also developed military and economic cooperation with Israel. 
However, Özal’s premature death in 1993, coupled with a lack of resources and regional political 
support, precluded realization of this vision. 

Prime Minister Erdoğan’s chief foreign policy adviser, Ahmet Davutoğlu, has also championed 
Turkish involvement in Europe, Central Asia, and the Middle East, while still balancing relations 
with the United States and Israel.36 The approach, termed “strategic depth,” is also linked with long-
standing concepts in Turkey of neo-Ottomanism and pan-Turkism, a greater involvement with 
former Ottoman territories and with Turkic-speaking people of Central Asia. The diversity of in-
terests encompassed by the strategic depth approach is a reaction to Turkey’s profound uncertainty 
about where its future lies. Such a diffuse approach to diplomacy is a hedging strategy. Still, the 
sheer pace and scope of Turkey’s diplomacy is striking. For a middle-income country of 72 million 
people, Turkey punches far above its weight in the global arena.

One enabler of Turkey’s wider role is its unique geography, a source of strategic importance 
for each of the past seven civilizations to inhabit the Anatolian landmass. But this geography is 
also a source of strategic confusion, unease, and transition. At the moment, Turkey sits between 
what Henry Kissinger has termed the “three revolutions,” consisting of “the transformation of the 
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traditional state system of Europe…[,] the radical Islamist challenge to historic notions of sover-
eignty…[, and] the drive of the center of gravity of international affairs from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific and Indian Oceans.”37 Placed in the middle of these revolutions, Turkey is something of a 
gatekeeper and, at the same time, a prisoner. 

In a similar vein, Ian Lesser argues that it is inadequate to view Turkey in geographic terms 
alone. “This realtor’s view of strategy, ‘location, location, location,’ has not served either side well 
in a post-containment era of diffuse regional problems, less-then-existential threats, and new de-
bates about national power and purpose.”38 It may be more useful to chart Turkey as a metaphori-
cal bridge as well as a physical one. Turkey links with ideological spaces inaccessible to the United 
States and Europe, especially in its relations with the Muslim world. The Turkish system certainly 
is not an exportable model, but it does have the power to shape opinion and spark dialogue 
throughout the Muslim world on how some elements of Western-style statecraft and moderate 
Islam may be of obvious benefit.

In the face of growing doubts about Europe and the United States, some Turkish leaders have 
begun to hedge their bets and quietly ponder a “Eurasian option” that would downplay integration 
into the Euro-Atlantic community and emphasize balancing relations with the West with ties to 
their eastern and southern neighbors. Turkey’s alternatives could include new relationships with 
Iran, Syria, Russia, and China—partners likely to focus less on Turkey’s domestic politics than do 
Western nations. Turkey may also seek a greater sphere of influence in Central Asia and the South 
Caucasus and Black Sea regions.39 But any such strategy faces a number of challenges. 

The new focus on the Middle East and Turkey’s general eastward shift can be explained by the 
lack of a Mediterranean threat from Greece. With its accession to the EU, as well as that of Cyprus, 
Greece no longer engages in its traditional rivalry with the same single-minded focus. Attention 
to southern and eastern borders is the historical norm—interrupted by World War I and resulting 
Soviet-European intrigues—but also brings Turkey into a natural tension with the United States. 
For decades, the respective relations of Turkey and the United States with the Middle East have 
seemingly run parallel to the U.S.-Turkey relationship, framed in strictly Euro-Atlantic terms. Tur-
key would welcome the opportunity for greater inclusion in U.S. policy and strategy in the Middle 
East, and the United States could benefit from a different source of soft influence and, when need 
be, military coercion to aid its stabilization of the region. The Euro-Atlantic relationship also must 
reshape itself to cooperate more effectively in the Middle East, and if the United States and Turkey 
are serious about Turkey joining the EU, a new framework and consensus on priorities must arise, 
either pulling from existing institutions such as NATO or thinking beyond these. It is also a fair 
observation that Europe may increasingly turn its focus from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean 
and North Africa, where Turkey’s influence could be a potent asset. As Europe grows increasingly 
wary about Russia, Turkey also clearly has a role to play in that dynamic—especially in its unique 
role as an energy corridor. 

The United States, Turkey, and Iraq
No event since the U.S. congressional reaction and arms embargo following the 1974 Turkish 
invasion of Cyprus has so tested the U.S.-Turkey relationship as the 2003 U.S.-led invasion of Iraq. 
Divergence on Iraq left a bitter taste for both countries, and Turkish disillusionment with the 
United States has grown in the aftermath of the war. The rise of the Kurdish Regional Government 
in northern Iraq and resurgence of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK)—a Maoist terrorist group 
that has existed since the 1970s—has complicated matters significantly. Many Turks fear that the 
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rise of an autonomous Kurdish state in northern Iraq will fuel secessionist tendencies among the 
estimated 14 million Kurds concentrated in Turkey’s southeast border regions. Turks also see the 
U.S. failure to halt PKK activities in northern Iraq as evidence of a double standard with respect 
to terrorism and Turkey’s security more broadly. Despite the recent highpoint of an intelligence-
sharing agreement signed by President Bush and Prime Minister Erdoğan in November 2007 and 
a resulting series of targeted cross-border operations by Turkey against the PKK, many Turks con-
tinue to believe that the United States unduly restricts their options in Iraq, prioritizing relations 
with Iraqi Kurds over Turkey’s core security interests. 

With its five-year presence in Iraq, the United States has ingrained itself into the Middle East 
as never before. Turkey, like many of its neighbors to the south, was stunned when the United 
States chose to pursue, against all regional advice save Israel, a military intervention in Iraq. 
Turkey, in particular, believed it had an opportunity to stop or delay the invasion of Iraq after its 
parliament voted “no” to allowing a U.S. invasion from its soil in March 2003. Washington was 
deeply disappointed with the lack of a northern front for the operations and, more importantly, 
with Turkey’s lack of solidarity in liberating fellow Muslims from Saddam’s oppression. As the 
occupation of Iraq went sour, many of the Iraq War’s architects and advocates blamed the lack of 
access from Turkey (despite significant flexibility allowed by Turkey in the use of İncirlik Airbase 
and air corridors in and out of the country).

Many U.S. policymakers have continually failed to recognize that for Turkey the question of 
regime change in Iraq centered on Turkey’s own Kurdish question.40 The Turkish fear of national 
dismemberment, given the historical memory of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, is palpable 
in Turkish political discourse today.41 At stake in Iraq are not just immediate Turkish interests such 
as stability in a neighboring oil-rich state, but the vision of the founder of modern Turkey, Mustafa 
Kemal Atatürk, of the country as an ethnically homogeneous, “Turkish” whole, with no accom-
modation for other national identities.42 The Turkish “no” vote was spurred by concerns in the 
country that the promises U.S. President Woodrow Wilson had made more than 80 years previous 
would finally come true: an independent Kurdish homeland under self-rule (not to mention the 
specter of the Armenia that Wilson had promised, which would have taken territory from what is 
now eastern Turkey). 

The outcome of the Iraq War has confirmed many Turks’ worst suspicions. During the five 
years of U.S. presence in Iraq, the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) has regrouped, and an autono-
mous Kurdish state has begun to take shape under President Massoud Barzani of the Kurdistan 
Democratic Party (KDP) and Jalal Talabani’s Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK). With an early 
role on the 25-member Interim Governing Council of Iraq, Talabani, Barzani, and other Kurds 
deftly maneuvered to, in the words of the International Crisis Group, “design a constitutional 
framework that will not only reverse decades of Arabisation but also facilitate these areas’ incorpo-
ration into Kurdistan.” 43 Recognized as the administrative power of the federated region of north-
ern Iraq, the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG)44 is in a strong position to annex the city of 
Kirkuk and surrounding oil-rich region through a constitutionally mandated referendum (slated 
for last year, but still not held).45 The KRG has continued on a path to independence, also signing 
a number of oil agreements outside the authority of the Iraqi government (though committed to 
sharing revenue with the rest of Iraq).46 Iraqi Kurds make clear that while they may exercise some 
patience, they will have their own nation with either de jure or de facto independence from Bagh-
dad.47 

The PKK, which the United States and the EU have identified as a terrorist organization, 
waged a bloody insurgency in Turkey’s southeast between 1984 and 1999, during which 37,000 
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people were killed. The group’s insurgency waned after the U.S.-assisted 1999 capture and subse-
quent trial and conviction of PKK leader Abdullah “Apo” Öcalan. Spared from the death penalty 
by its abolition (in line with EU norms), from his prison cell Öcalan has called on his former 
PKK fighters to declare a temporary cease-fire and ultimately to demilitarize and seek peace with 
Turkey. Hard-line commanders in the PKK organization, however, remain opposed to a peace, and 
the terrorist organization continues to regenerate itself from the Kurdish population in Turkey’s 
southeast, with safe haven in a labyrinthine network of redoubts near the high mountains of the 
Iraq-Iran-Turkey tri-border region. 48 The group maintains an estimated 3,500 to 5,000 members, 
and it has carried out a renewed series of operations since 2004 that have killed an estimated 1,500 
in Turkey.49 Turks were shocked by this new wave of violence and assessed a U.S. “toleration” of 
PKK activities in northern Iraq, leading them to a single conclusion: the United States waged its 
war on terror by military means, and rejected the right of Turkey to do the same. Much of the 
Turkish rancor stems from the relative powerlessness to affect events in Iraq, a feeling born in 
large part from a humiliating event that occurred on July 4, 2003, when U.S. troops detained an 
11-man Turkish special forces team in Sulaymaniyah, Iraq.50 

In the aftermath of the Sulaymaniyah debacle, opinion of the United States declined mark-
edly across Turkey. In addition to front-page headlines for weeks and fodder for Turkey’s many 
conspiracy-obsessed newspaper columnists, the incident was the inspiration for what would be 
the country’s highest-grossing film ever, Valley of the Wolves—Iraq (Kurtlar Vadısı—Irak), and a 
record bestselling book of recent years, Metal Storm (Metal Fırtına). The film was a graphic depic-
tion of “evening the score” akin to the Rambo series, in which the abduction of the Turkish special 
forces is avenged. Americans are depicted as colluding with Kurds to slaughter local Arabs and 
Turkmens, with re-enactments of famous images from Abu Ghraib and a Jewish doctor harvesting 
prisoner organs. Metal Storm postulates a war between Turkey and the United States leading to the 
U.S. bombing of Ankara and Istanbul and the eventual detonation of a nuclear weapon in Wash-
ington by Turkey in response.51

From March 2003 forward, combating the PKK topped Ankara’s agenda with Washington. But 
the United States did little publicly to address the issue until August 2006, when retired U.S. Air 
Force General Joseph Ralston was appointed U.S. Special Envoy for Countering the PKK. Ralston’s 
good relations with Turkish leaders and the KRG resulted in several framework agreements with 
Baghdad and Ankara. In October 2007, Ralston resigned from the position, reportedly due to the 
U.S. government’s lack of commitment.52 Washington’s war strategy in Iraq has been to leave the 
north to the Kurds and their peshmerga security forces, with a focus on the active instability and 
lack of governmental capacity in the country’s center. In turn, Turkey has routinely overestimated 
Washington’s influence in the north of the country, as well as its ability to commit thinly stretched 
combat forces to missions countering the PKK.

In early October 2007, the PKK launched a series of bold raids into the southeast of Turkey 
that killed dozens of Turkish security forces in ambush attacks. The streets of Turkey erupted with 
a nationalist show of solidarity against terrorism. The humiliation and powerlessness felt over the 
future of Iraq in Turkey was overwhelming. The simultaneous introduction of House Resolution 
106 added a further political irritant. Pressure mounted on the government and the military to 
retaliate and demonstrate Turkish resolve. Violence also grew against Turkey’s Kurdish popula-
tion, with numerous attacks by ultranationalist elements across the country.53 On October 17, the 
Turkish Grand National Assembly by a nearly unanimous vote authorized cross-border military 
strikes into Iraq. But those strikes did not come until after a U.S.-Turkey agreement was reached 
during a November 5 visit to the White House by Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. 
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It was further disconcerting for many Turks that their prime minister had to travel to Washington 
as a supplicant before Turkey could exercise its sovereign right in defense against cross-border ter-
rorist raids. Under the terms of that agreement, the United States has provided its NATO ally with 
real-time targeting intelligence on the PKK inside Iraq from the newly established Ankara Coor-
dination Center.54 High-level military channels of communication also were activated between the 
Turkish General Staff and their U.S. counterparts, including Commander of Multinational Force-
Iraq General David Petraeus and the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General James 
Cartwright. 

Despite the increased satisfaction of the Turkish government, military, and public with 
newfound U.S. attention, troubles in the relationship flared again amidst an offensive by Turkish 
Armed Forces into northern Iraq during the last week of February 2008. Following at least four 
other concerted air operations and brief ground incursions in previous months, this operation 
involved elite Turkish commando units working in tandem with fixed-wing and rotary aircraft 
in northern Iraq. Initial news delivered to the Turkish public from the frontlines of the operation 
resulted in eruptions of patriotic support from across the political spectrum. 

Political fallout from previous U.S.-authorized Turkish operations had been relatively minor, 
but this time the international media zoomed in on the situation, quickly eliciting condemnation 
from Russia, Iran, and the EU, as well as an escalation of rhetoric in Iraq. Leaders from the Iraqi 
central government, prominent Kurdish politicians, and even the likes of Moqtada al-Sadr decried 
the violation of Iraq’s territorial sovereignty at U.S. behest. High-level calls placed from Baghdad to 
Washington resulted in President Bush outlining a clear exit strategy for the Turks.55 Bush’s state-
ment was interpreted in Turkey again as undue U.S. pressure and elicited strong rebuff from the 
Turkish military and civilians as to their right to pursue military actions as they see fit. 

But by the next day, February 29, Turkey withdrew its forces. The sudden disengagement led 
to further strains in the bilateral relations and on Turkey’s domestic political scene. The Turkish 
General Staff assured its public that the termination of February operations was by its own choos-
ing, having achieved all military objectives. The AKP government joined the military in declaring 
recent operations a great success, ticking off a laundry list of accomplishments. Republican Peo-
ple’s Party (CHP) leader Deniz Baykal, Nationalist Movement Party (MHP) leader Devlet Bahçeli, 
and their party colleagues seized the political offensive, unleashing a barrage of charges that ac-
cused the military and AKP of appeasement to U.S. demands in exchange for Turkey’s long-term 
security. CHP leader Baykal said, “The United States is playing its game. It does not want terrorist 
elements to be removed from northern Iraq. Turkey has been subject to U.S. pressure from the 
outset to end the operation immediately.”56 More recently, opposition parties ceased their attack 
on the military and narrowed their focus to a perceived unholy alliance of the AKP and United 
States. These parties have long blamed the United States as somehow responsible for the meteoric 
rise of the AKP, who they now see as beholden to its whims, and this line of attack has played well 
with their established narrative that the United States is secretly behind the demise of the power of 
Kemalist political parties in Turkey.57

Turkey and the Greater Middle East
Coincident with growing U.S.-Turkey tensions over Iraq, Turkey has greatly expanded its ties 
throughout the greater Middle East. The Iraq War not only damaged U.S.-Turkey cooperation in 
the region, it also diminished Turkey’s confidence in NATO when France sought to block Ankara’s 
request for deployment of NATO missile defense assets consistent with allied collective defense 
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(Article V) commitments. This inaction reinforced the belief of many Turks that the NATO al-
lies are not serious about its security, especially when the threat emanates from the Middle East. 
Without a reliable multilateral security framework, Turkey has sought to strengthen its security 
along its longest land borders, with Syria, Iraq, and Iran through unilateral means and diplomatic 
openings. 

In January 2004, Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad made a historic visit to Turkey (the first by 
a Syrian President since 1946),58 and in December of that year, the two countries signed a free-
trade agreement.59 On Iran, the Turkish government does not oppose what it has publicly called 
peaceful nuclear activity and declares that only diplomatic means will solve any problem with Teh-
ran.60 Turkey has also departed from Europe and the United States in its self-appointed role in the 
Arab-Israeli peace process and engagement with the Hamas government. In 2006 in Khartoum, 
Sudan, Erdoğan became the first Turkish Prime Minister to attend an Arab League Summit. To the 
consternation of many secular Turks and the delight of many at the summit, he opened the occa-
sion with a verse from the Quran.61 Subsequently, Turkey was given permanent guest status, and 
in January 2008 Turkey and the Arab League signed an agreement to carry out talks on regional 
issues.62 Turkey has also departed significantly from its U.S. and European allies in its interaction 
with various pariah regimes in the region and beyond. In early January 2008, Sudanese President 
Omar Hassan Al-Bashir visited Ankara.63 

Turkey is often criticized in the Middle East for its close relations with Israel, but Turkish 
leaders defend the relationship as beneficial for the resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict.64 Turk-
ish and Israeli cooperation has existed in a secretive realm since the 1950s. Due to a shared threat 
perception at the end of the Cold War,65 military agreements on intelligence sharing, joint train-
ing, and defense industry were enhanced publicly. In the 1990s, Israel became an alternate source 
of military equipment apart from the United States and Europe, and the two countries deepened 
relations.66 Necmettin Erbakan and his Welfare Party (RP) came to power in 1996 with a pledge 
to end relations with Israel but were unable to deliver on their goal as a result of intense pressure 
from the Turkish General Staff.67 The RP—among its members some now at the core of the AKP—
was forced out of power in 199768 with the so-called postmodern coup, and bilateral relations with 
Israel continued with annual joint training exercises beginning in 1998.69

Since 2002, however, a growing undercurrent in Turkey of anti-Israel sentiment and increased 
sympathy for mainstream Muslim causes would seem to indicate an erosion of the relationship. 
Yet, even with increased tensions since 2002, a new mechanism for military cooperation opened 
in 2004 when Israel joined NATO’s Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI), which allows Israel and 
other partners to deepen cooperation with NATO members, including joint military training exer-
cises.70 Trade between the two countries has been steadily increasing. In 1987, the volume of trade 
was only $54 million,71 but after the ratification of the free-trade agreement in 1997,72 trade sky-
rocketed, and by 2007 the total volume of trade was $2.8 billion.73 Israel remains among Turkey’s 
largest trading partners in the Middle East. Turkey has long enjoyed sizable economic benefits 
from the millions of Israeli tourists who visit the country annually.74 Turkey and Israel have also 
collaborated on desalination, agro-technology, and other water treatment projects.

Yet, failures of U.S. and Israeli diplomacy in the Middle East have led Turkish leaders to con-
clude that they have nothing to lose from a more independent stance and may gain some influence 
with neighbors in the region.

Despite strong economic ties, condemnation of Israel peppers Prime Minister Erdoğan’s 
speeches, is common among all of Turkey’s political parties, and has become the routine stance 
for Turkish representatives at the United Nations. The issue resonates with the electorate, and it 
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has been fanned by consistent rumors in the press that Israel is increasing its support of Kurdish 
military forces as a bulwark against instability in Iraq and to hedge against Iran’s growing role in 
the region.75 Major incidents of Turkish condemnation of Israel occurred throughout 2006–2007 
in response to the escalating violence in Gaza,76 with in-kind Israeli condemnation of Turkey for 
hosting a visit by Hamas leadership.77 During this time, Erdoğan declined a visit to Israel and 
briefly withdrew the ambassador to the country. With a lull in violence, the tensions died down, 
and Israel and Turkey resumed cooperative measures. In November 2007, Turkey restored its 
mediation role and hosted high-level talks between Israelis and Palestinians.78 Turkey also became 
the first Muslim state to host the Israeli President in its parliament. Then, with the latest increase 
in violence between Israel and Hamas in Gaza in early 2008, Turkey explicitly condemned Israel 
for its excessive use of force,79 while also condemning broadly the Hamas-linked terrorist attack in 
Israel in March.80 

The relationship between Turkey and Iran is hampered by historical rivalry for greater influ-
ence and political advantage, and it is balanced with attempts to coexist peacefully, strengthen eco-
nomic ties, and hinder the foundation of an independent Kurdish state. Today, relations between 
Iran and Turkey are far from settled, but there has been increased security and economic coopera-
tion. Iran has its own version of the PKK: the Iranian-Kurdish terrorist group, the Party for a Free 
Life in Iranian Kurdistan (PJAK), which has become increasingly violent.81 The attacks by the PKK 
and PJAK pushed Turkey and Iran to sign further security cooperation agreements and memo-
randa of understanding between 2004 and 2008.82 These agreements have led to simultaneous—
presumably coordinated—attacks into Northern Iraq, but there have been no official reports of 
direct joint operations.83 On the economic side, various agreements were signed in 2007, including 
a joint plan to improve electricity infrastructure84 and one to develop projects in Iran’s South Pars 
gas field, linked to the construction of “two pipelines [that] will be built to ship approximately 30 
billion cubic meters annually (bcma) of Turkmen and Iranian gas to Europe via Turkey.”85 

Turkish officials have been surprisingly circumspect in their public comments about Iran’s 
pursuit of nuclear technology, despite an evident recognition that it is not in Turkey’s long-term 
interest for Iran to become a tacit or proven nuclear-weapons power. A nuclear-armed Iran could 
spur further proliferation in neighboring Arab countries, destabilize the region, and force Turkey 
to protect itself through increased reliance on missile defense or even to acquire its own nuclear 
arsenal.86 Recent public opinion polls suggest that a majority of Turks favor engagement with 
Tehran, but there are signs of growing uneasiness about Iran’s nuclear ambitions and regional role. 
In a 2007 International Republican Institute survey, 66 percent of Turks polled supported efforts 
to increase engagement with Iran. However, in the German Marshall Fund report, Transatlantic 
Trends 2007, 59 percent of Turks said they believe a nuclear Iran will threaten Europe, and on a 
100-point thermometer scale, there has been a cooling of Turkish feelings toward Iran, from 43 
degrees in 2006 to 30 degrees in 2007.87 Turkey has sought to use its diplomatic ties with Iran to 
advance resolution of the nuclear crisis and hosted talks between EU negotiator Javier Solana and 
Iran’s former lead, Ali Larijani.88

Turkey’s relations with Syria have also been tense due to historical territorial disputes, in-
cluding Turkey’s annexation of Hatay province in 1939, conflict over control of the Tigris and 
Euphrates water basin, Turkey’s close relations with the West and Israel, and Syria’s support for 
the PKK in the 1980s and 1990s. Since the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, Syrian and Turkish 
officials have exchanged high-level visits and signed various bilateral agreements. According to 
the government-owned Syrian news agency, SANA, the biggest foreign investor in Syria is Tur-
key.89 In February 2007, Turkey and Syria agreed to create joint projects for energy production.90 
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While these agreements are signs of progress, Syria remains wary of Turkey’s closeness with the 
West and Israel. To ease this distrust, Turkey has recently increased its role as mediator between 
Syria and Israel. Yet, Turkey clearly remains committed to ensuring certain restraints on Syria’s 
role in the region, likely recalling Syria’s sponsorship and harboring of the PKK in the 1990s and 
a narrowly averted conflict between the countries over the issue in 1998. On September 6, 2007, it 
is suspected that Israel carried out an airstrike, transiting a Turkish air corridor to bomb what ap-
pears to have been a nuclear site in northeastern Syria (a reactor modeled on that at North Korea’s 
Yongbyon reactor). Publicly, Turkey and Syria were united over disapproval of the raid, and on 
September 9, Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Mualem went to Turkey for talks on recent events and 
regional issues. During the visit, Mualem’s Turkish counterpart, Ali Babacan, called the airspace 
violations “unacceptable,” while requesting both countries to “act with restraint.”91 Upon Israel’s 
formal apology, President Gül stated the event was a “closed matter” and continued in its mediat-
ing role in the matter.92 In an April 2008 newspaper interview meant for consumption throughout 
the Arab world, Syrian President Assad revealed that Turkey, led by Prime Minister Erdoğan, has 
for the past year worked to broker a deal between Israel and Syria over the Golan Heights.93

Turkey’s relations with the members of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)—Bahrain, Ku-
wait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE)—are continually recali-
brated by events in the region. Recently, shared threat perceptions between Turkey and the GCC 
have brought the countries closer. Turkey and the GCC member countries fear regional instability 
overflowing from Iraq.94 Turkey fears Kurdish separatism, and the Gulf States fear the growing 
Islamist awakening and militarization of the Shi’ite world.95 These concerns have been addressed at 
various ministerial summits with Iraq and its neighbors.96 Turkey also initiated meetings with the 
Gulf States to discuss Iraq, including a March 2008 meeting organized by the AKP on the Middle 
East with representatives from government, think tanks, the Arab League, and the European 
Parliament.97 There is a shared fear among Turkey and the Gulf States of Iran becoming a nuclear-
armed power and the proliferation of weapons that may ensue. Like Turkey, most Gulf States also 
want to see a peaceful resolution and work toward containing Iran.98 On the issue of Israel and 
Palestine, Turkey has joined the Gulf States in increasing sympathy to the Palestinians, as well as a 
willingness to work with the elected Hamas government. Still, it is fair to say that most Gulf States 
continue to see Turkey as too close to Israel, and they are especially suspicious of the Turkish mili-
tary and its uncompromisingly secularist views.

Turkey’s ties with the Gulf States have solidified through economic and cooperative agree-
ments.99 In 2007, the total volume of trade between Turkey and Saudi Arabia was $3.3 billion,100 
and the volume of trade with the UAE has grown from $900 million in 2003 to $3.7 billion in 
2007.101 To further the growth in trade between Turkey and the GCC, a free-trade agreement is 
under negotiation.102

Turkey, Russia, the Caucasus, and Central Asia
Turkey and Russia were bitter enemies with a history of conflict throughout Ottoman and Czarist 
times.103 Turkish and Russian interests aligned somewhat during the 1920s and 1930s with Bol-
shevik-Kemalist cooperation but quickly collapsed under Stalin. Despite historical wariness and 
differing interests in the Caucasus and Central Asia, Turkey’s relations with Russia have cautiously 
improved in recent years due largely to growing economic ties. Russia has become a major market 
for Turkish exports, and Russian investment in Turkey has grown. However, the relationship is 
far from cordial. Turkish leaders remain concerned about Russia’s new assertiveness with regard 
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to Ukraine, Kosovo, and the Caucasus, and its threats to withdraw from the Conventional Armed 
Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty.104 Moscow’s close ties with the Cypriot government and economic 
activities on the island are also viewed with concern in Ankara. Russia, for its part, has no interest 
in seeing Turkey realize Özal’s vision of becoming the leader of a group of modernizing, market-
oriented democracies in the Caucasus and Central Asia and a bridge between those regions and 
West. Moscow has also been suspicious that Ankara has at least tolerated unofficial support from 
groups in Turkey to Chechen separatists. Turkey’s good relations with Georgia and Azerbaijan, in-
cluding support for Azeri Turks in Nagorno-Karabakh, reflect divergent interests in the Caucasus. 
However, most Turks also want to avoid serving again as the frontline of a new Cold War between 
Russia and the West. Turkey’s dependence on Russia for 67 percent of its natural gas inputs also 
creates certain vulnerabilities.105 The two governments have increased their cooperation on Black 
Sea economic, energy, and security issues and have resisted efforts by the United States, Bulgaria, 
and Romania, to extend NATO’s maritime surveillance under Operation Active Endeavor into the 
Black Sea.

Neither Turkey nor Russia share Washington’s view of Iran as an immediate security threat 
of highest priority. While Moscow sees Tehran as a strategic partner in the Middle East, Ankara’s 
goodwill does not extend as far.106 Still, in a recent survey of evolving Turkish policy in the region, 
Graham Fuller concludes that “Turkish and Russian views tally closely on the handling of most 
Middle East issues.”107 As a further example of their convergent interests in the region, Turkey and 
Russia both opposed a U.S.-led invasion of Iraq on not only political but commercial grounds, 
as each country had lucrative contracts with the Ba’athist regime it did not wish to see disrupted. 
Both countries have sought to have those contracts honored by the new Iraqi government, espe-
cially in the energy sector, and both have complained about U.S. interference in awarding new 
contracts. It is also safe to say that while Turkey and Russia fear a precipitous U.S. withdrawal 
from Iraq, they would chafe at a long-term U.S. presence in the country. Both also maintain closer 
relations with Syria and generally see the region as a zone of commercial opportunity rather than 
instability. The instability, both believe, occurs largely because of U.S.-led agitation of a certain 
status quo.

As Russia’s indigenous energy supplies are pressured in the face of higher domestic and 
European demand (as well as growing demand from China and Japan to the east), Moscow has 
attempted to lock in rights to Central Asian reserves to resell to Europe at a higher price. Pipeline 
projects transporting Central Asian reserves to Europe through Turkey present an alternative 
route that would bypass Russian territory and infrastructure and challenge the Russian monopoly 
on Caspian and Central Asian resources. The Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) crude pipeline began 
transporting crude oil from Azerbaijan to Turkey’s Mediterranean Sea port of Ceyhan in July 2006 
and was successful enough to inspire more projects that bypass Russia. Constructed parallel to the 
BTC by the same consortium, the South Caucasus Gas Pipeline (SCGPL) came online in Decem-
ber 2006, transporting Azeri gas to the Turkish terminal at Erzurum. The Southern European 
Gas Ring Project links the operational SCGPL to an Interconnector Turkey-Greece-Italy pipeline 
(ITGI), of which the Turkey-Greece portion came online in November 2007, as the first pipeline 
transporting Caspian gas to Europe bypassing Russian territory. The second segment between 
Greece and Italy is set to carry 11.5 bcma to Italy through an undersea pipeline by 2012.108 In ad-
dition to the ITGI, Europe has hoped for a Trans-Caspian Pipeline, which includes plans for an 
undersea route transporting Kazakh and Turkmen gas westward to Baku to then feed the SCGPL 
that runs parallel to the BTC.109 The planned Nabucco pipeline would then transport an estimated 
31 bcma of Caspian or Central Asian gas to Europe via Turkey, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, and 
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Austria by 2013.110 However, these projects face a number of issues, including competition from 
Russian projects and disputes between suppliers and transport countries. Also absent is the deci-
sive diplomatic role the United States played in the successful negotiation of the BTC.

This puts Turkey and the United States in direct competition with Russia. U.S. policy on 
the matter is clear: “the U.S., Azerbaijan, and Turkey [are] working together to attract gas from 
Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan”111 for east-west pipelines outside Russian territory. With the slight 
opening of Turkmenistan following the death of Saparmurat Niyazov, Turkey has strongly pursued 
its bilateral relationship with the country. It has been less successful in efforts to court Kazakhstan, 
largely because of the power of a resurgent Russia in a time of high energy prices and determined 
backing by the Kremlin.

Turkey and the United States are also united in concern over Russia’s meddling in the internal 
politics of Georgia and Azerbaijan. Turkey, though, has concern about unilateral U.S. influence in 
the region and is adamant that the United States engage Azerbaijan jointly in a trilateral frame-
work. In Georgia, Turkey is concerned with the breakaway regions of South Ossetia and Abkhazia 
and may see their independence as bad precedent for its own southeast, despite Turkey’s support 
for the independence of Kosovo and Turkish Cypriots (a point the Russians have not missed). Still, 
Turkey has been subdued in its overt response to growing Russian support for Abkhazia, a Turkic-
speaking region, and this leads some to wonder what that may indicate about Turkey’s overall tol-
erance of resurgent Russia. Following on the success of the BTC pipeline, Azerbaijan, Turkey, and 
Georgia are constructing a Baku-Tiblisi-Kars railway that would link to China’s system.112 There is 
general emphasis in the relationship on overland transportation by truck, to bring manufactured 
and other goods to European markets, creating a new transportation corridor through Turkey.

Turkey’s border with Armenia has remained sealed since 1994, due to Turkish support for 
Azerbaijan in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.113 Turkey has in recent years reached out to Arme-
nia on the genocide issue as a precursor to opening relations more generally. The Turkish Prime 
Minister and Foreign Minister have sent conciliatory messages to their Armenian counterparts, 
including a letter from Prime Minister Erdoğan to Armenian President Robert Kocharian sug-
gesting the establishment of a joint commission of historians and others to examine records of 
the events in the archives of Turkey, Armenia, and other countries. Kocharian dismissed such a 
bilateral effort as unnecessary, stating that the fact of the genocide is already well established.114 
Certainly Armenia stands to benefit economically from opening relations with Turkey and would 
find the chance difficult to turn away if offered with no strings attached (a highly unlikely scenario 
from the Turkish perspective).

There is definitely a debate underway in Turkish political thought that Russia may be a viable 
and even a major partner for Turkey in the twenty-first century. Russia is using a variety of soft 
power tools to woo Turkey. Other observers feel Russia is just playing with Turkey and that there is 
ample room for Russo-Turkish competition in the Caucasus, Central Asia, and the Black Sea. 

Turkey and the EU
Atatürk modeled Turkey’s development with an eye toward Europe, and integration into the Eu-
ropean Union remains a central goal of both the current AKP government and the traditional Ke-
malist elite. Turkey’s application for association with the European Economic Community (EEC) 
began in 1959. In September 1963, Turkey signed an association agreement, known as the Ankara 
Agreement, with the EEC. Walter Hallstein, then President of the EEC, plainly stated at the time, 
“Turkey is part of Europe.”115 Almost half a century later, Hallstein’s comment is still under vigor-
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ous debate. 
A Turkey-EU Customs Union agreement came into force on December 31, 1995, but it does 

not cover important sectors including agriculture, to which bilateral trade concessions apply, ser-
vices, or public procurement. Ankara had fitful discussions with the EU over commencement of 
accession talks and finally became a candidate for membership in 1999. Just as the wounds of the 
2003 Iraq War were starting to heal, European governments raised additional barriers to Turkey’s 
road toward EU accession, even as they admitted still-divided Cyprus and two of its former-Com-
munist Black Sea neighbors, Romania and Bulgaria.116 Finally, after 30 years of associate member-
ship, the EU announced in 2005 that Ankara could begin formal accession talks once it completed 
various reforms. Since then, the Turks feel they have undertaken significant political, judicial, and 
human rights reforms, with little acknowledgment or encouragement from the EU, but they recog-
nize the need for further reforms before they are a viable EU candidate.

The EU and Turkey opened formal negotiations on some of the 35 chapters of the acquis 
communautaire in October 2005. After an initial screening process, four chapters were officially 
opened for negotiation, but one of the chapters, on “Transport Policy,” was frozen in 2006 because 
of Turkey’s refusal to open its ports and airports to vessels registered in Cyprus. Another chapter, 
“Science and Research,” was opened and successfully concluded.117 Turkey is currently in the pro-
cesses of closing benchmarks on the chapter on “Public Procurement” and is awaiting a response 
from the EU about the substance of their progress on the chapter titled “Freedom of Movement for 
Workers.” These four chapters are not of great importance, but any progress is a signal of hope to 
many Turks. In addition, after the Accession Conference with Turkey in June 2007, two additional 
chapters were opened for negotiation: “Financial Control” and “Statistics.”118 On February 20, 2008, 
Turkey was reported to have fulfilled another precondition for EU membership when the Grand 
National Assembly signed into law the return of property confiscated by the state to Christian and 
Jewish religious foundations.119

According to the Turkey 2007 Progress Report, eight chapters, or slightly more then 20 per-
cent of the acquis communautaire, remain closed on account of the Cyprus issue from 2006. The 
negotiation process has been derailed by Turkey’s refusal to open its ports and airports to Greek 
Cypriot planes and vessels, unless the EU and the Republic of Cyprus fulfill their political com-
mitment of ending the economic isolation of Turkish Cypriots.120 In addition to the eight chapters 
closed to further negotiation until the Cypriot issues are resolved, the issue of freedom of speech 
in Turkey has also been of serious concern to the EU, in particular Article 301 of the Turkish penal 
code. Article 301 outlaws insults to “Turkish identity” and has been used to bring charges against 
notable progressive figures in Turkey—including Nobel laureate Orhan Pamuk—on issues such as 
public use of the term “genocide” to describe the deaths and relocation of most Anatolian Arme-
nians at the time of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. Aside from the chapters frozen because 
of the Cyprus issues, most of the other chapters reviewed by the EU require “further efforts,” and 
a few were determined to be “very hard to adopt,” which means negotiations will be grindingly 
slow.121 Moreover, German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President Nicolas Sarkozy have 
made clear that they oppose Turkish membership in the Union, favoring the ill-defined concept of 
“Privileged Partnership” with the Union as an alternative.122 This concept envisions an EU-Turkey 
alliance and Turkish adherence to the EU’s policy areas, but without the right to shape these poli-
cies. In June 2007, France agreed to allow accession talks to proceed with Ankara, but limited to 
chapters consistent with both end states and linked this step to establishment of a committee of 
“wise men” to develop a vision for the future of the EU. The direction of accession discussions 
should be clearer on July 1, 2008, when France takes over the EU Presidency.123 Of some encour-
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agement, the French government has hinted it will allow the negotiations to continue under the 
current terms. 

Turkey’s accession process has caused debates within Europe ranging from geographic, to de-
mographic, to the purely political. One line of argument holds that if Turkey is granted accession, 
it would be the most populated state in the EU and, thus, a highly influential actor that would 
fundamentally change the character of the Union. 124 A second debate is whether it is feasible to 
establish geographic borders for Europe and whether or not Turkey would fit within those borders 
strictly by geographic criteria. Turkish supporters offer as a counterargument to most of these 
qualitative debates that the EU is based upon a cultural and religious “mosaic,” and so long as Tur-
key and EU member states maintain this vision, cultural and religious differences should not play 
a part in accession to the EU. In September 2007, UK Foreign Minister David Miliband argued 
that the EU “needs, as a clear goal, the inclusion of Turkey as full member.” The United Kingdom 
has pledged to assist Turkey in this role, siding with leading Turkish politicians who have said that 
the chances of avoiding a clash of civilizations can be greatly increased with a strong Turkey in the 
EU. 

European Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso has said that the EU is tied to commit-
ments made but also stated that European public concerns should not be ignored.125 Turkish public 
opinion toward the EU has also cooled. Turkish support for the EU declined from 73 percent in 
favor in 2004 to 54 percent in 2006. In 2007, support in Turkey for the EU and membership within 
the EU dropped to less then half of the population: 40 percent compared with 54 percent in 2006. 
Only 26 percent of the population expects Turkey to ever become a member state in the EU.126 
Sixty-seven percent of French respondents said Turkey is “not likely” to join the EU.127 More strik-
ingly, almost half of the French surveyed (49 percent) said that Turkey’s accession to the EU would 
be a “bad thing.”128 A rising sentiment against Muslim immigrants in Europe has also certainly im-
pacted Turkey’s chances of membership. Violence against Turkish residents by nationalist groups 
in Germany have also caused concern. Today, the Turkish government hopes to become a Member 
State in the European Union at the earliest by 2013 or by 2025.129

Despite this stalemate on membership, economic integration between Turkey and the EU 
has continued through the European Customs Union. The EU is by far Turkey’s leading trading 
partner—51 percent of its exports go to European markets and 39 percent of its imports come 
from Europe. Turkey ranks seventh among the EU’s import markets and fifth in export markets. In 
2007, trade volume between Turkey and the EU increased 8.5 percent for a total of €99.5 billion.130 
According to Eurostat, the EU’s statistical organization, imports from the EU to Turkey increased 
5 percent in 2007 for a total of €52.6 billion, while Turkey’s exports to EU markets increased 12 
percent for a total of €46.9 billion. European investment and tourism are also important contribu-
tors to the economic integration process. In 2005, €3.3 billion of EU outflows went to Turkey, and 
€0.3 billion of EU inflows came from Turkey. 

There could also be progress on another longstanding thorn in the relationship. Follow-
ing a freeze in the Cyprus process after Greek Cypriot rejection of a reunification referendum in 
March 2004 (and a suspension of all talks since 2006), signs have emerged of readiness among the 
country’s Greek population with continued support from the Turkish population for a solution.131 
Newly elected Greek Cypriot President Demetris Christofias ran primarily on a campaign against 
Tassos Papadopoulos’s intransigent opposition to reunification with the north of the island on the 
basis of the Annan plan. Christofias’s election was a mandate to move forward with the process, 
and he has met directly with his counterpart in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC), 
President Mehmet Ali Talat.132 As a goodwill gesture between sides, a crossing on the historic Le-
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dra Street in Nicosia has been reopened, and other diplomatic initiatives continue.133 
Having reached a new high in diplomatic relations over the past decade, Greece and Turkey 

also likely see more benefit than harm in finally resolving the issue of Cyprus—a continued em-
barrassment to Europe.134 However, Turkey’s shifting political landscape could endanger the pro-
cess, as the military and nationalist forces remain disappointed in the AKP government’s inability 
to end the isolation of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus and wary of further concessions. 
Still, a strong argument exists that the creation of a bizonal, bicommunal state along the lines of 
the Annan Plan135—loosely modeled on the Swiss confederal model, with a Presidential council 
and rotating representation for Turks and Greeks at the Presidential and Vice-Presidential levels—
would be advantageous for Turkey’s future EU hopes. Moreover, the resolution of the Cyprus ques-
tion is of economic consequence to Turkey, which could end its aid to the island, open normalized 
trade with the whole of the island, and theoretically could withdraw its troops.

Turkey and the EU also both stand to benefit from cooperation in energy. Turkey hopes to 
further its role as an energy bridge between major energy producers to the south and east and 
major European consumers. However, Turkey also must secure enough gas and oil to meet its own 
rising domestic demand, and its attempts to lock up transit of Azeri gas destined for the European 
market have halted construction of the Nabucco pipeline.136 Concerns have also grown in Europe 
about the commitment of consortium members—particularly Hungary and Bulgaria—who have 
signed onto the competitive Russian project, the South Stream Pipeline, which would pass through 
Bulgaria, Serbia, and Hungary, bypassing Turkey and terminating in Austria.137 South Stream, set 
to be operational by 2013, would effectively allow Gazprom to monopolize the Russian, Central 
Asian, and Caspian gas reaching Europe.

Managing U.S.-Turkey Relations in Uncertain Times
Turkish domestic politics are entering a period of considerable turbulence and unpredictability. 
Three broad Turkish futures seem possible with quite variable directions in external relations: 

“Polarized Turkey,” wherein the struggle between the traditional Kemalist elite and the new, 1. 
moderate Islamist bourgeoisie continues inconclusively with a persistence of Ankara’s current, 
somewhat conflicted foreign policy and preoccupation with domestic affairs;

“Neonationalist Turkey,” wherein the traditional Kemalist elite, with the military’s help or direct 2. 
intervention in politics, force a revival of strict laicism and pursue either their traditional West-
ern alignment or, more likely, a new, nationalist foreign policy that is increasingly isolationist 
and focused on perceived internal and external enemies; or

“Islamist Turkey,” wherein the dissolution of the AKP and ban on its leaders from politics 3. 
leaves a vacuum filled by more extreme elements engaged in open confrontation with the state 
and the West, including possible formation of a new, openly Islamist party akin to the Wel-
fare Party of the late 1990s, and a resurgence of Kurdish separatist insurgency in the country’s 
southeast, fueled by Islamist extremist ideology, tactics, and symbolism.

This domestic political struggle in Turkey is unfolding during political transitions in the 
United States, Russia, and several European countries, and in the context of continuing instability 
in Iraq and the Greater Middle East. This situation makes it difficult to formulate recommenda-
tions for advancing U.S.-Turkey relations over the long term. However, given Turkey’s strategic 
importance to the United States and its European allies, Washington will need a new approach to 
influence Turkey’s evolution in ways convergent with Western interests and to manage relations 
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with a range of possible governments in Ankara. 
Turkey can remain a vital partner of the United States as a stable, secular state, with predomi-

nant Muslim population, integrated into the global economy. Both countries have enduring na-
tional interests in stability in the Middle East, countering terrorism and extremism, sustaining an 
open global economy, securing energy flows, advancing the stability and sovereignty of the states 
in the Caucasus and Central Asia, and maintaining productive relations with Europe. But these 
interests have been dampened recently by mistrust and suspicion, much of it related to the war in 
Iraq and its aftermath. 

A strategic relationship means that both parties find ways to manage lesser differences in 
order to maintain effective cooperation in the advancement of their long-term national interests. 
Today’s relationship is tactical and transactional, with neither side able to look beyond recent 
betrayals or clearly articulate what they want and can contribute strategically to such a partner-
ship. Washington’s focus on al Qaeda and related terrorist groups, Iran, and Syria does not corre-
spond with Ankara’s preoccupation with the PKK insurgency, Kurdish irredentism, and the place 
of Islam within democratic Turkey. Given the crisis mentality in Turkey at present, a U.S. initiative 
to articulate a clear strategic vision could help to focus Turkish decisionmakers to do the same. A 
strategic dialogue is only likely to yield results once a degree of consensus and trust is forged on 
both sides. Failure to make meaningful repairs and adjustments now would result in serious long-
term structural instability in the U.S.-Turkey relationship.

Such a strategic framework may require new official and unofficial mechanisms to man-
age bilateral relations and give them clearer direction. The security relationship has received a 
recent boost from the establishment of the Ankara Coordination Center and the reinvigoration 
of the High-Level Defense Group (HLDG). But this rediscovery of bilateral mechanisms was 
driven again by crisis and not by a forward-looking, strategic approach to deepen ties. A better 
model for going forward is the joint “U.S.-Turkey Vision Statement,” 138 issued by the two govern-
ments in 2006, which included bilateral dialogues on mutual regional and global concerns and 
yielded some progress in policy coordination, notably with respect to assistance to Central Asia. 
This model might be emulated or expanded upon, perhaps by the creation of a regular high-level 
policy dialogue between the Secretary of State and Minister of Foreign Affairs on issues of mutual 
concern. These sessions could be used to advance cooperation and manage policy differences and 
could be supplemented by working groups charged with implementation of specific action agen-
das. Similarly, a Turkish-American Business Dialogue, akin to the Transatlantic Business Dialogue 
of the 1990s could help bring together nongovernmental groups interested in promoting bilateral 
trade and investment, which has untapped potential. This could build from existing efforts such as 
the Economic Cooperation Partnership Council (ECPC), the Trade and Investment Framework 
Agreement (TIFA), and the U.S.-Turkey Economic Partnership Commission (EPC). There is also 
room for growth in civil society relations, drawing on the increasingly active Turkish-American 
community and the large number of Turkish students studying in the United States. 

A new strategic framework for U.S.-Turkey relations would reflect the changing geopolitical 
dynamics and allow for both more effective pursuit of enduring common interests and manage-
ment of areas where policy preferences and interests diverge. Such a strategic framework could set 
the course for U.S.-Turkey relations over the coming decade. Development of such a framework 
and a plan for its implementation will be elaborated in the final report of the CSIS U.S.-Turkey 
Strategic Initiative, due in December 2008.
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